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In the city of Santiago de Chile we can visit the San Cristóbal Santiago hill (Cerro San Cristóbal), a wooded mountain that rises to 2,821 feet (860 meters) above the city. The place is preserved as part of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago. Map and how to get to Cerro San Cristóbal Santiago El Cerro San Cristóbal is about 5 miles (8.3 km)
from the center of Santiago and plaza de Armas. The park is open daily, with the funicular Tuesday through Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Mondays from 2 to 7 p.m. Each attraction within the park has its own opening hours (see article: Calama). Features The walking trails on the hill, picnic spots and amphitheatre are overshadowed
by the 22-metre-long statue of our Lady of the Immaculate, erected in the 1930s at the highest point of the park (Pope John Paul II made a mass here in 1984). Most guided tours of Santiago visit the San Cristobal Hill, with some mountain bike tours offering a fun and popular way to get to the top. The park itself is free, but there are
parking fees and separate admission costs for the swimming pools, the Chilean National Zoo and the amphitheater (see article: Maipú). Choose an excursion that combines a day of shopping, sightseeing or wine tasting with a visit to Cerro San Cristóbal. Half-day tours last three to four hours, while full-day tours last approximately eight
hours. Mirador Terraza Bellavista, near the top of the funicular, has an snack shop and some souvenir stalls. Swimming pool of Cerro San Cristóbal Santiago The hot season begins! What could be more refreshing than a pool? The pool of San Cristobal is 82 meters long by 25 meters wide, is known for its irregular design, its lush
vegetation and atmosphere, an artificial waterfall and a great view of the city. A perfect image! Enoteca santiago Cerro San Cristóbal With impeccable service and atmosphere, Santiago Vista restaurant offers visitors a unique culinary experience. The restaurant overlooks the big city from the paradoxical and peaceful tranquility of Cerro
San Cristóbal (see article: Ancud). It offers a combination of vegetarian and meat dishes from the roots of excellent Chilean cuisine. Along with stunning views that leave you visually and gastronomically satisfied. Go on a clear day and make sure you have a table near the window. Virgen Cerro San Cristóbal Santiago The statue of the
Virgin Mary presiding over the San Cristobal hill is also a symbol of its city. Modeled in cast iron and hollow inside, the image is 14 meters high above eight on the pedestal (see article: Parque Arauco in Santiago de Chile). Released in the Parisian workshops of the Val de'Osne, weighing more than 36 tons, she settled on top of the hill
880m high in 1908. The hill is the highest in the city and that is precisely why it was named. Travelers of the time began to call it San Cristobal, patron saint of travelers, because its height served as a guide to get to Santiago. Funicular santiago Cerro San Cristóbal You can ascend Cerro San Cristóbal by means of the Funicular that is
located in the Baquedano Metro (Plaza Italia), head towards the only large hill you see (to the north). The funicular station, which also offers access to the zoo, can be found at Calle Pio Nono 445. Open Monday through Friday from 2:00 p.m. to 7 p.m., Tuesday through Sunday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Botanical garden santiago Cerro San
Cristóbal Continuing our way along the winding road we arrive at the botanical garden of Mapulemu. This garden was created in 1983 and shows more than 80 Chilean flora from all regions of the country. Plants are grouped according to the regions of the country and there are explanations of what the plans are and how the flowers and
seeds look. I liked getting to know a little more about Chile's plants! This park is very quiet with its pond, watermill and a well-kept moss covered garden. In contrast to the garden was the view of all the modern buildings of Santiago in the background. Walking through the small park was like being a long way from the hustle and bustle of
the city. This park also has a beautiful garden of medicinal plants that is very well labeled, although here you will need a dictionary of Spanish to distinguish what they are. We follow the gravel trails that surround the grounds, following the numbered signs that guarantee a complete tour of this garden. Following the roads back to the hill.
From Wikiexplora Map in high resolution of the main roads of Cerro San Cristóbal. The entire trail network described in this article is not shown. Click to enlarge (click again on the file page to see it in full size) Overview The Cerro San Cristobal or Santiago Metropolitan Park is, with 722 hectares of area, the largest urban park in the city of
Santiago (in fact, one of the largest urban parks in the world, larger even than New York's Central Park or London's Hyde Park (Details). It is a tremendous green space in the city, whose main entrance - in Pío Nono - is just 750 meters from the main metro line and Plaza Italia, the nerve center of Santiago. It is an excellent place to pedal,
and is possibly the most popular cycling destination in Chile. Over the weekends, the flow of and walkers is constant, and every weekday sunset the paved routes are filled with athletes. However, the vast majority of visitors are restricted to paved routes. Thus, the network of trails described in this article offers an excellent opportunity to
discover underexplored areas of this urban oasis. There are very scenic trails, with a nice view of Los Andes, the city of Santiago and the neighboring cordon of Cerro Manquehue. There are also interesting trails for hiking mountain bike descents, and strictly pedestrian routes. The general recommendation is: first familiarize yourself with
the hill by walking its paved routes. Enjoy its viewpoints, and hydrate in the popular viewpoint at the foot of the Virgin. Then walk your trails with a camera in hand, either by mountain bike or on foot. Enjoy! Description of some of the main routes Mirador El Hundimiento, located in Pedro Bannen, between Tupahue and the Virgin, a few
meters above the beginning of the El Hundimiento Trail. Looking east, February 2014 Cerro El Plomo and Costanera Center from Cerro San Cristóbal. February 2014 Sense of description: From Pius Nono to Mirador de La Virgen Longitude (kms, only one direction): 5.51 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 218 Descent:
Despicable Type:Pavement, vehicular width Possible senses to travel: By bike can only be made in the sense described, as the Pío Nono - Tupahue stretch is of unique sense Description of the route : From the entrance of Pío Nono, in the Bellavista neighborhood (a few meters from the Santiago Zoo) the Manuel Mackenna road begins
its ascent along the western slope of Cerro San Cristóbal. After only 450 meters you pass next to the detour towards Base Recoleta, which is born to the left. 13 meters later you pass next to the Zorro Vidal trail, which climbs with greater slope. Then follow a stretch with little more than vegetation as the route turns eastward, and advances
along the north slope. At Km 3 you reach Tupahue, where you can splice with the routes that come from Pedro de Valdivia and Américo Vespucio. From Tupahue (intersection of Camino Claudio Gay with Manuel Mackenna) it is 5.5 kms further to the virgin along Pedro Bannen, which still demands ascent of 112 meters. It begins with a
marked curve on the north slope, but most of the route runs along the south slope. Arriving at the end you pass by a parking area. Then you must cross the ticket office area of the Funicular of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago, and go down to the viewpoint located where the stairs that lead to the Virgin begin. A nice area overlooking
Santiago and the Cordillera de Los Andes, where they sell food and drinks. The route is a steady ascent from start to finish of the Virgin, with Cerro Santa Lucá and the dome of the O'Higgins Park in the background Mirador de la Virgen on a Sunday morning, always full of bicycles. February 2014 Sanctuary of the Virgin, just above the
viewpoint-rest that marks the end of the path Sense of description: From Pedro de Valdivia to Mirador de La Virgen Longitude (kms, only one direction): 4.45 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 186 Descent: Despicable Type:Pavement, vehicular width Possible senses to travel it: Both Description of the route: From Pedro
de Valdivia , the route goes up Abate Molina. Almost exactly at km 1, just after the steep curve where the Japanese Garden is, it is passed next to the beginning of route 2Sanhattan. They are 1.9 kms of constant ascent to Mapulemu, where the route splices with the routes that come from Américo Vespucio. From this point, it is 380
meters more along the Claudio Gay Way to Tupahue, first quite flat but then on the rise. From Tupahue (intersection of Camino Claudio Gay with Manuel Mackenna) it is 5.5 kms further to the virgin along Pedro Bannen, which still demands ascent of 112 meters. It begins with a marked curve on the north slope, but most of the route runs
along the south slope. Arriving at the end you pass by a parking area. Then you must cross the ticket office area of the Funicular of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago, and go down to the viewpoint located where the stairs that lead to the Virgin begin. A nice area overlooking Santiago and the Cordillera de Los Andes, where they sell food
and drinks. The route is a constant ascent from start to finish. Alternative: After 500 meters of ascent from Pedro de Valdivia, the Gabriela Mistral route - also paved but narrower - leads directly to Tupahue. It is a much less popular height, but with more slope (it is more advisable for descent). Américo Vespucio (Saint George) to Mirador
de La Virgen Atardecer en Camino Rodolfo Phillipi Sense of Description: From Américo Vespucio (Saint George) to Mirador de La Virgen Longitud (kms, only one direction): 6.98 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 279 Descent: 135 Type:Pavement, vehicular width Possible senses to travel: Both Description of the route:
From the roundabout located next to the entrance of St George's College , the Federico Albert road is born that crosses Américo Vespucio by a bridge. 98 meters after which the little visible Route North Coast Trail is born. At km 1.74 a fork is reached: here it has been described to continue on the LEFT (east of the amphitheatre), along
the now called Rodolfo Phillipi road. The route continues to ascend with moderate slope to Piazza Antilén, at Km 2.83, passing by numerous trails converge to this one, such as Chagual Alto, Chagual Bajo and Traverse Central. From this point, the descent to Mapulemu begins, where 60 meters of height are lost. From Tupahue
(intersection of Camino Claudio Gay with Manuel Mackenna) it is 5.5 kms further to the virgin along Pedro Bannen, which still demands ascent of 112 meters. It begins with a marked curve on the north slope, but most of the route runs along the south slope. Arriving at the end you pass by a parking area. Then you must cross the ticket
office area of the Funicular of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago, and go down to the viewpoint located where the stairs that lead to the Virgin begin. A nice area overlooking Santiago and the Cordillera de Los Andes, where they sell food and drinks. Because there is an important intermediate descent that must then be traced back, this is
the most demanding paved route of Cerro San Cristóbal. This route has been described by the EAST of the Amphitheatre and the Pablo Neruda Viewpoint (with a view towards Vitacura), but it is equally possible to make it taking the paved stretch that runs west of these milestones (with a view towards Huechuraba and Recoleta), taking
the fork of kilometer 1.73 (a few meters after the pond). This alternative represents a smaller difference in terms of both distance and elevation. In the case of vehicles, the EAST section is only downhill, and the WEST only climbs. Detour to the Amphitheatre and the Pablo Neruda Viewpoint: If this route is made, it is recommended to take
the paved branch to the Amphitheatre, where there is a nice view of the mountain range. It is an additional 530 meters (1,060 round trip) and a net ascent of 33 vertical meters. Pius Nono to Pedro de Valdivia Meaning of description: From Pedro de Valdivia to Pius Nono Longitude (kms, only one direction): 4.89 Total elevation (meters,
only one direction) Ascent: 264 Descent: 242 Type:Pavement, vehicular width Possible senses to travel it: By bike can only be performed in the described direction, as the Pío Nono - Tupahue stretch is one-way upwards Description of the route : See route description above. In short, a great ascent from Pius Nono to Tupahue and then a
great descent from Tupahue to Pedro de Valdivia, although reaching a maximum height of only 718 meters above sea level, which makes it a lighter alternative than the ascent routes to the viewpoint of the Virgin (830 meters above sea level). It also applies the alternative by Gabriela Mistral described in Pedro de Valdivia to Mirador de La
Virgen Américo Vespucio (Saint George) to Pedro de Valdivia Vista to Sanhattan from the viewpoint located west of the amphitheatre Sense of description: From Américo Vespucio to Pedro de Valdivia Longitude (kms, only one direction): 5.62 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 165 219 Type:Pavement, vehicular width
Possible senses for walking: Both Route Description: See descriptions above. In short, an important ascent to Antilén (762 meters above sea level), but which is then followed by a continuous descent, which makes it a much lighter alternative than the routes to the viewpoint of the Virgin. It also applies the recommendation to ascend to
the Amphitheatre and the Pablo Neruda Viewpoint, and the note on the EAST or WEST alternatives described in Américo Vespucio - Mirador de La Virgen Américo Vespucio (Saint George) to Pío Nono Vista from the viewpoint located south of the amphitheater towards Cerro Manquehue The least traveled paved stretch of Cerro San
Cristóbal, between Plaza Antilén and the amphitheatre Sense : From Américo Vespucio (Saint George) to Pío Nono Longitude (kms, only one direction): 7.42 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 183 Descent: 258 Type:Pavement, vehicular width Possible feelings to travel: Both Description of the route: See description of
previous routes. In short, an important ascent to Antilén, a descent less than 60 vertical meters to Mapulemu, a brief ascent to Tupahue, and then a long descent to Pius Nono. It also applies the recommendation to ascend to the Amphitheatre and the Mirador Pablo Neruda, and the note on the EAST or WEST alternatives described in
Américo Vespucio - Mirador de La Virgen Ripio Routes and Trails Traverse Central Sense of description: Km 1.28 paved route counted from the beginning of Américo Vespucio a few meters before Plaza Antilén Longitude (kmss , only one direction): 1.49 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Type:Path, low to moderate slope
Possible senses to walk it: Both Description of the route: One of the most popular trails, with a nice view towards Sanhattan. The route is very marked and busy, although the numerous forks that are born to one side in the area located under the Pablo Neruda Viewpoint can lend to confusion. Only the final descent to Antilén is steep
slope, the only one on a generally moderate path that does not require dismantling the bike. Note that at one point this path borders the paved path, without getting to enter it: not to confuse that point with the end of the Route Rustic Path Densely forested area adjoining the television channels, which on the map appears as route Canales.
It is born at the same point as Rustic Trail and connects with the trail El Excursionista Sense of description: From TV Channels to Pedro de Valdivia Longitude (kms, only one direction): 1.25 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 6 Descent: Despicable Type:Maicillo, vehicular width Possible senses to travel: Both Description
of the route: This is a very wide stretch and with which allows to communicate two areas of Cerro San Cristóbal without having to return to the streets. It is a rather instrumental stretch, because its low height and proximity to the city itself provide it with little scenic appealing North Coast Trail Sense of description: Km 0.69 from the
beginning of Américo Vespucio (roundabout next to Saint George) to Empalme with Chagual Route Under Length (kms, only one direction): 1.75 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Type :Path with difficult sections, a stretch of vechicular width Possible senses to travel it: In both ways it requires dismantling from the bicycle
Description of the route: From the roundabout located next to the entrance of the College Saint George, the paved federico Albert road that crosses Américo Vespucio by a bridge is born. 98 meters after this bridge, this little visible route is born. Immediately after leaving the pavement, you will have to disassemble the bike and go down to
the flat area next to the highway. The first section is a wide and pleasant. It descends with little slope, first in a very wooded area, where the hoops predominate, and then by open land. At Km 0.8, however, this comfortable layout ends abruptly. It follows a confusing stretch, in which a faint footprint still doesn't stray too far from the
highway. At km 0.98 the footprint turns right, and you must climb a very steep but short stretch. The route then turns left again, and continues now higher above the highway. It passes through a forest, and a fallen trunk that interrupts the original path must be surrounded below. Now comes an abrupt descent and entry into the area of high
voltage towers. At km 1.33, 85 meters ahead of the tower next to which you pass, there is a fork of trails: you must take the RIGHT. Then begins a ascent with steep slope, always facing south (parallel to the highway. At km 1.67 there is another fork of trails: take the LEFT (the one on the right is a dead end). Just 84 meters later you
reach the forest of the Chagual Bajo route. You can go down to Sanhattan or climb to return to the paved Route Rodolfo Phillipi Road, the continuation of Federico Albert, where this Trail La Tubería Sendero began that runs along the west end of the San Cristobal hill, above the paved road. Going down south, towards the junction with the
path of zorro Vidal (pedestrian only) which then leads to the entrance of Pius Nono Sense of description: From Tupahue (90 meters above the fork located in front of the pool) to Mirador de La Virgen Longitude (kms, only one direction): 3.6 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent : 178 Descent: 251 Type:Path Senses possible
to walk it: Both, preferable in the sense described here Description of the route: From the starting point, next to a portico, it is entered by a rather steep path, which largely follows an old bronze pipe. There are numerous steep slopes, with steep slopes. Only experienced cyclists will be able to travel this route without disassembling. It is a
very scenic path, because it surrounds the hill at quite high altitude, with excellent view towards the city. At km 2, when the trail begins to return north, a marked descent also begins. At km 2.95 you cross the Path of the Vidal Fox. It should not be taken if cycling, as it is strictly pedestrian (has stairs). We must continue straight on the path
we have been following, passing by a concrete bench. When it reaches a pine forest, the route takes a sharp turn and faces south. It also ends on the Path of the Vidal Fox, but only 200 meters from the paved road Manuel Mackenna, which leads to Pío Nono This route is an important part of the Great Crossings Trail, described below
The Parallel Sense of Description: From Km 2.19 of Federico Albert Road (from roundabout next to Saint George) to Empalme Claudio Gay Longitude (kms, only one direction) : 2.11 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 65 Descent: 117 Type:Path Senses possible to travel: Only advisable in the sense described, although
possible in both Description of the route: The first section runs parallel to the paved road Rodolfo Phillipi (hence its name), only a few meters below, and also continues parallel to the Claudio Gay road. At km 0.89 you reach a maintenance property: at this point the path ceases to be parallel and begins to go down with a steep slope, in an
area where there are even sections with railings for pedestrians. Around km 1.4 you reach an area where there is a complex network of trails, but it is easy to follow the main one. At km 1.5 you reach the portico that marks the beginning of the ascent path, but the recommendation is to climb again without touching the pavement, and
continue along the second parallel stage, this time next to the Abate Molina road (paved route that comes from Pedro de Valdivia). It is passed next to a true tunnel of vegetation, until finishing at the junction of Abate Molina with Claudio Gay Costanera Canal El Carmen Sense of the description: From Km 1.4 of base route Base La
Pirámide from the entrance of Recoleta at the end of the trail, a few meters from Américo Vespucio Longitude (kms, only one direction): 1.75 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) : 104 Descent: 103 Type:Path, a wide stretch and a narrow stretch Possible senses to travel it: Both Description of the route: The beginning is clear, as it
is a wide path that is born from Base La Pirámide and ascends in visible channel. Once there, you reach the false waterfall where the canal emerges to the surface. Continue to follow the direction of water, with little slope. At km 0.93, very important, YOU MUST CROSS THE CANAL, along with where there is a party framework to
distribute flow rates, in a well-wooded area. If you still don't cross, it won't be possible to go much further and you'll have to go back. Then the path gradually moves away from the canal, rising with low to moderate slope along the hillside, while the canal continues its descent. Finally, the trail ends up disappearing shortly before Américo
Vespucio, but it is possible to return by Base the Pyramid or North Descent (although the latter is recommended only to descend) Base Recoleta Ripio Road of the northern sector, before the ascent that leads to the Mapulemu Garden Sense of description: De Km 0.4 by Manuel Mackenna, counted from Pius Nono to Paviento , 100
meters from the crossing of Claudio gay with Abate Molina Longitude (kms, only one direction): 3.35 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 174 Descent: 98 Type:Maicillo, vehicular width Possible senses to travel it: Both Description of the route: After only 400 meters of ascent by Manuel Mackenna, this wide and comfortable
route, of well maintained maicillo, with very little slope and pleasant view of Recoleta is born. It is passed next to baths (km 0.43) games and exercise machines (km 0.8) and the entrance door of the Garden of Childhood (km 0.98). Then comes a section in which you pass next to the highest houses of Recoleta, where there are dogs and
one that another parked car. It is recommended to make this section accompanied and never at night (although the author of this review has never suffered any problem). At km 2.28 there is a small stretch of asphalt next to the end of paved streets of Recoleta (Samuel Díaz Ossa and Aurora de Chile), which constitute in practice informal
accesses of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago. From this point, the maicillo runs out and a rather less pleasant ripio begins, which in winter transforms into mud after rainy days. Continue on the route that continues to line the hill. At km 2.78 the route stops crossing the hill and begins the sharp ascent that leads to the paved road of the
upper area, where it will be necessary to ascend from 616 to 691 meters in a short distance Base La Pirámide Vista del San Cristóbal from its northwest end, facing southwest, where Américo Vespucio starts the climb of La Pyramid Vehicular Path of Ripio in the northern sector , area with very little traffic, heading towards the exit of
Huechuraba Sense of description: From Entrance Recoleta to Crossing Claudio Gay with Abate Molina Length (kms, only one direction): 3.0 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 193 27 Type: Asphalt (newly finished folder), Ripio, vehicular width Possible senses to travel: Both Description of the route: From the Entrance of
Recoleta, located at the end of Av. Héroes de la Concepción, this wide path goes up with little slope in its first section. It is passed first next to a football field, and at km 1.18 next to the road that is born towards the coast of the Canal El Carmen. At km 1.93 the first curve is reached and the slope increases, so the remaining stretch is
harder. It is a much more arid area than others of Cerro San Cristóbal, and, being a northern slope, it is hot in summer Descent North Sense of description: From Galpón of maintenance north of Antilén pool to End of trail, next to Américo Vespucio Longitude (kms, only one direction): 1.41 Total elevation (meters, only one direction)
Ascent: 34 Descent: 149 Type :Path Senses possible to walk: Only recommended in descent, although possible ascent Description of the route: Just before entering the shed, a path emerges to the left that advances under lush vegetation. It passes next to some benches, and a few meters later begins a steep descent, first by a stretch of
loose stones, and then along the scattered forest. It is an adrenaline-pumping route: there are numerous logs that cross the route, and several interesting curves. Then the path turns to the left, and decrease the vegetation. It then advances along the upper stretch of the edge that makes up the northwest end of Cerro San Cristóbal. In
order not to return by the same route, it is recommended to take any of the minor trails that connect to the trail next to the El Carmen Canal, and then follow base La Pyramid Arista Baja La Arista, upper part. Cerro San Cristobal Meaning of description: From Immediately after the bridge over Américo Vespucio (Km 0.37 by Federico
Albert) to Km 1.16 by Federico Albert Longitud (kms, only one direction): 0.77 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Type:Path Senses possible to travel: Both Description of the route: This route begins with a sharp ascent, which will require dismantling the bike except the most experienced. Then you reach the area proper to the
ridge, where several paths converge. To stay on course, simply orient yourself to the southeast and follow the lower edge. A few meters higher (as shown in the general track of Cerro San Cristóbal), runs in parallel the path of the high ridge, a more difficult path and with several steep steps, crossed by several other minor stretches of
path. The route ends with a steep slope descent back to Federico Albert. This area of Cerrro San Cristobal is popular with those who like mountain bike descents Chagual Alto + Sanhattan Gravel Vehicular Road Pedro de Valdivia and the Chagual Garden, Sanhattan Sense of description: From Km 0.44 by Rodolfo Phillipi from Federico
Albert to Km 1 of Abate Molina from Pedro de Valdivia Longitude (kms, only one direction): 2.05 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 68 Descent: 139 Type:Path in Chagual Alto, vehicular width ripio in Sanhattan Senses possible to travel : Descent only Route description: From the point of entry, the route goes down with
important slope. It passes through a forest, and just after the intersection with Chagual Bajo. At this point, you must turn right to stay on this path. Then comes a very steep descent, which offers adrenaline to those who like the descent. There is even a dizzying wooden jump shortly before reaching the Chagual Botanical Garden (expert
only, you can simply pass the side without skipping it). Once in the Chagual Garden, the route splices with Sanhattan, a comfortable and flat vehicular wide track that leads parallel to the Mapocho River to Abate Molina (the paved route that comes from Pedro de Valdivia). Note: The first sections of the routes described here as Chagual
Alto and Chagual Bajo, to the intersection of them, are interchangeable and the definition adopted in this review is arbitrary Path The Sinking Low Stretch of the Sinking Trail. Looking down Intermediate stretch of the Sinking Trail. Looking up The pleasant and little-known viewpoint of the old observatory, at the end of the Path the Sinking
Sense of description: Rest the Sinking (km 11.8 of Pedro Bannen from the crossing of Piscina Tupahue. This is in front of the end of the Anahuac trail) to Old Observatory, above Plaza Mexico Longitude (kms, only one direction): 0.8 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 84 Descent: Despicable Type:Pedestrian-only trail
(with stairs), although it is possible to make it as a descent by mountain bike taking special precaution just before the lowest point, reaching Pedro Bannen Senses possible to travel it : Both on foot. Mountain bike descent Only Description of the route: Short route, well wooded. Solitary alternative to the frequented main road to get to Plaza
México. Immediately above the Rest the Sinking start the stairs that give rise to this path. Then the print has less slope. At km 0.62 you go through a fork: take the right. At km 0.7 you reach the vehicular route that leads to the antennas. Turn right and go up it only 25 meters, to a stake painted blue. Continue then along the path a few
more meters until you reach the beautiful and un frequented viewpoint of the old observatory, where the summit casino was also located. There's a stairs to Plaza México Exclusively pedestrian routes Path of Zorro Vidal Sense of description: From km 0.51 by Manuel Mackenna from entrance of Pío Nono to Plaza México Longitude (kms,
only one direction): 1.29 (In total, 2.14 kms if you go from Pío Nono to the viewpoint of La Virgen) Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 208 : Despicable Type:Pedestrian-only trail (with stairs) Possible senses to travel: Both Description of the route: The route zigzags to Plaza México, with more slope and more shade than
the vehicular route. It's a good shortcut if you go to Virgin on foot. At km 0.62 you pass next to the junction of La Tubería, where the path twists to the right. A few meters later, a gravel vehicular wide path emerges to the north (which splices with Pedro Bannen 1,010 meters later), but the most direct thing is to continue walking along the
Vidal Fox towards the Virgin. At km 0.8 the road makes an elbow and there is a pleasant resting place (another path is also born, but it is a dead end to the cliffs. After a double zig-zag, the trail reaches Plaza México and splices with Pedro Bannen, from where it is 420 meters more to the viewpoint of the Virgin) NOTE ON THE PROFILE:
In this case, because it is the majority option, the profile has included the sections that go from Pius Nono at the beginning of the Zorro Vidal Trail (from the far left to the first vertical red line) and the stretch that goes from its end in Plaza México to the viewpoint from a Virgen (from the second vertical red line to the far right) Path the hiker
Start of the Trail the Hiker Hiker Hiker, looking east hiker trail, upper section Sense of description: From km 0.4 of Camino Carlos Reed from its beginning on Avenida Santa María to Parking adjacent to the viewpoint of the Virgin Length (kms, only one direction) : 1.34 Total elevation (meters, only one direction) Ascent: 225 Descent:

Despicable Type:Pedestrian-only trail (with stairs) Possible senses to walk it: Both Description of the route: The trail begins ascending with moderate slope in the direction to the west. At km 0.33 it turns north and begins a marked zig zag that leads to almost the Virgin. At km 0.77 la Tubería crosses, and at 0.93 it is born in a northeasterly
direction (away from the Virgin) a path with railings that connects with the sector of Pic-Nic La Cumbre and then Pedro Bannen. The zig-zag continues until at km 1.33 you reach the parking lot next to the viewpoint of the Virgen Sendero Grandes Travesías Sendero Grandes Travesías. Chile Trail Great Crossings Trail, stretch of dense
vegetation Great Crossings Trail, GT-19 One of the many views of Santiago (after the rain) from the of the Great Journey. 2016. The Sendero Grandes Travesías, described and signposted by Sendero de Chile is the sum of several of the routes described on this page: Part at the entrance of Pío Nono, climbs through Manuel Mackenna
until kilometer 0.51 and then continues along the Vidal Zorro Trail. Then continue north on La Tubería. Go down to the entrance of Pedro de Valdivia Climb back up La Paralela Go up from Plaza Antilén to the Pablo Neruda Poniente Viewpoint, and then continue along the edge towards the Pablo Neruda Baja Amphitheatre straight up the
edge to empalmar with Traverse Central Are all the routes of Cerro San Cristóbal published here? Of course not. Cerro san Cristóbal offers an intricate network of trails, and only the main ones are shown on the KMZ map and file. But Wikiexplora is a platform of free editing, and any user can collaborate published missing routes. Santiago
Metropolitan Park Rates /Tickets For pedestrians and bicycles, no entrance fee is charged. By vehicle, the rates are as follows: Cars: $3,000 (Mon – Fri. Friday) $4,000 (Saturday, Sunday and public holidays) Motorcycles: $1,500 (Mon – Fri. ) $1,500 (Saturday, Sunday and public holidays) Van Carry: $5,000 (Monday through Friday)
$7,000 (Saturday, Sunday and public holidays) Buses and Trucks: $25,000 (Monday through Friday) $30,000 (Saturday, Sunday and public holidays) Schedule Doors are open from 8:30 to 20:00 hrs. during daylight saving time (September 15 to April 15) at the accesses of Pius Nono and Pedro de Valdivia. In winter, both accesses close
at 19:00 hrs. From the closing time, it is possible to leave, but not enter. Depending on the time of year, the guards of the Metropolitan Park of Santiago will start to bring visitors down between 20 and 20.30 hrs. There is no definite schedule. Restricted hours for bike access to the summit area On Saturdays and Sundays, between 9:00
and 13:30 hrs., it is not possible to access by bike to the viewpoint located below the summit, but must be parked on the immediately previous plain, with due padlock or U-Lock. Because such bike parking is not a nice place to rest (it is a busy place for people to traffic), it is recommended to bring a padlock. If you do not carry, it is also
possible to borrow one from Cyclorecreovía, but this requires a few minutes of waiting. Cerro San Cristóbal nocturno It is possible to visit the Metropolitan Park of Santiago at night, but to do this you must request permission from the administration. Weather Forecast Meteochile Metropolitan Region Meteochile Cordillera Photo Gallery
Path that runs down the north slope, down from the Amphitheatre, towards Plaza Antilén (looking southwest) Amphitheatre of Cerro San Cristóbal, with Cerro el Plomo in the background. December 2013 of Cerro San Cristóbal Sendero in the sector of La Pirámide (minor section that does not correspond to any ) Path of gravel parallel to
Américo Vespucio in the sector of La Pirámide [Video of Cerro San Cristóbal in 1929. Film archive of the University of Chile] On the maps and Profiles used in this route All maps and profiles used in this route share the following characteristics: Maps Scale: 1 : 21,390. Screen on Google Earth with eye height of 5.72 kms. In Yellow: Route
Described In White: Paved Routes In Red: Trails Profiles Scale: Horizontal - 1:101.151 Vertical Scale - 1:1,837 (exaggerated 5.53 times relative to horizontal scale) horizontal)
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